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Abstract
Maine's wildlife resource is large and diverse. Approximately 450 species
of birds, 70 species of mammals, 17 species of reptiles and 18 species of
amphibians regularly occur in Maine. Of these, 41 birds and ’35 mammals are
managed as game species. The remainder are not normally sought for sport or
profit and are classified as nongame wildlife. Despite a Legislative mandate to
conserve these nongame species, no funds have been designated to establish a
program directed at them.
Interest in the nongame resource is high. A recent federal survey found
that half of the U.S. population partakes of activities involving this resource
and spends about 6.6 billion dollars annually. In Maine, an estimated $30
million is spent annually in nonconsumptive wildlife activities such as observa
tion, photography or feeding. More than 170,000 Maine residents as well as a
substantial, but unmeasured, number of nonresidents participate in this form of
recreation. Together they devote 5,000,000 man/days per year to these activities.
A voluntary income tax check off is proposed as a mechanism to allow any
taxpayer to contribute to a nongame wildlife program. This approach has proven
successful in 20 other states, and an estimated $100,000 to $250,000 might be
contributed yearly in Maine.

INTRODUCTION
Interest in Maine's wildlife resource is as old as man's presence in the
region. Aboriginal Indians, early settlers and sportsmen have all placed a high
value on wildlife. Most of this attention has focused on game species. In recent
years, however, observing game and nongame species of wildlife has become very
popular.
According to recent studies, there are presently more people who participate
in activities involving nonconsumptive uses of wildlife than pursue wildlife for
sport. The 1980 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife Associated
Recreation (6) found that 93.2 million persons (age 16 years or older) engaged in
some form of nonconsumptive wildlife activity such as observation, photography
or feeding. Almost 25 million youth (age 6-15 years) enjoyed nonconsumptive
activities also. Nearly 50 percent of the U.S. population partakes of at least
one form of intentional noaconsumptive activity. Participation is 55 percent if
enjoyment of wildlife while engaged in another activity is included.
The value of these activities to the economy of the state is difficult to
measure. The nonconsumptive uses of Maine wildlife likely have a significant
impact on the economy of the state. Nationally, about 17 percent of the popula
tion took trips to observe wildlife. This would represent 170,000 residents of
Maine participating as active nonconsumptive users of the wildlife resource.
Additionally, a large, but unknown, number of nonresidents travel to Maine each
year to engage in activities which involve the nonconsumptive use of wildlife.
Department estimates (4) show 5,000,000 man/days per year of nonconsumptive wild
life activity, fully half of the total use made of the wildlife resource. A 1977
study (1) found hunting to attract $39 million in annual expenditures in Maine.
The 1980 national survey found hunting related expenditures totalled $8.5 billion
while participants in primary nonconsumptive wildlife activities produced about
$6.6 billion in expenditures, a ratio of about 1.3 to 1. Applying this ratio
to the Maine data, nonconsumptive activities surrounding wildlife, of which non
game species are a major part, generates a minimum of $30 million for the Maine
economy. Clearly, nongame wildlife contributes to the high quality of outdoor
activities in Maine as well as to the economy of the state.
Other national figures reasonably reflect the amount of interest in Maine.
Data for New England show an above average participation rate in nonconsumptive
wildlife activities. Another indicator is a 1972 survey of Maine birdseed sales
(2) which found 6 million pounds of seed sold here and participation by 25 per
cent of the population in bird feeding. The growth of groups such as The Maine
Audubon Society is also indicative of public interest in wildlife.
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LEGAL STATUS
Nongame wildlife, being a portion of the wildlife resource, has always been
a responsibility of state government. Colonial laws clearly made wildlife a
public resource which is managed by the State acting for the populace. Prior to
1971, the laws governing the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife dealt
principally with "game" management in the traditional sense. In 1971, the Depart
ment was authorized to establish rules pertaining to nongame wildlife and a
rudimentary endangered species law was passed. In 1975, the Legislature clearly
mandated that the Department should manage nongame wildlife when it further modi
fied the Title 12 endangered species laws to address endangered species and other
nongame wildlife. Specifically, it stated, "The Legislature, therefore, declares
that it is the policy of the State to conserve, by according such protection as
is necessary to maintain and enhance their numbers, all species of fish and wild
life found in the State, as well as the ecosystems upon which they depend." (5)
Federal statutes and regulations also affect the Department's authority and
responsibility regarding nongame wildlife. Historically, the federal government
has been responsible for the management of migratory species as well as the
administration of statutes pertaining to issues of national concern. Many federal
wildlife laws require consultation with the Department while others establish
cooperative management programs. Federal laws such as the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act of 1958, Clean Waters Act of 1977, Rivers and Harbors Act of
1899, Endangered Species Act and Migratory Bird Treaty Act require consultation
and review by the Department while others such as the Fish and Wildlife Conserva
tion Act of 1980, the Endangered Species Act, and the Federal Aid to Wildlife
Restoration Program authorize cooperative wildlife management programs.
Within state government the Department interacts with other agencies whose
activities affect game and nongame wildlife species: The Department of Conserva
tion, which works with the land resources of the State of Maine; the Department
of Environmental Protection, with responsibilities for the quality of natural
environments; and the State Planning Office, which directs Coastal Zone Management,
Critical Areas and Water Resources programs.

MANAGEMENT
PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Maine's wildlife resource includes 450 species of birds, about 70 mammals,
17 reptiles, 18 amphibians, and a multitude of invertebrates (3). Considering
the long history of naturalists in Maine, including Audubon and Thoreau, and the
current level of interest, it might be assumed that the resource would be well
inventoried, described and managed where it is needed. Such is not the case.
Information on the distribution, abundance, and status is available for only a
segment of the wildlife resource, mostly game species. It is readily apparent
we know little about the largest part of our fauna.
A financial base on which to build a nongame program is lacking. Consequently,
current efforts have been somewhat uncoordinated and dependent upon available fund
ing rather than the needs of species. Tables 1, 2, 3 & 4 briefly summarize work
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done to date. Significant progress has been made with limited funding on
species such as the bald eagle, colonial seabirds and least terns. Other
studies have involved a variety of species, but relevant management has not been
implemented. Interested amateurs and professionals have collected an abundance
of useful information, but much remains to be done.
If our nongame wildlife resource is to be properly managed a new
centralized and properly funded program is essential. To assist the Department
in developing a nongame program it would be highly desirable to have an "Advisory
Group" of individuals from private organizations and interested citizens. They
would be valuable in defining needs, setting priorities, and developing program
policy.
A program priority would be to describe and assess the resource in Maine.
A list of species present would be developed. Literature searches and consulta
tions would provide some of the required information, field investigations would
also have to be conducted to adequately determine the status of many species.
Information on distribution, abundance, and habitat requirements of nongame
species would lead to the formulation of a list of rare, threatened, and endangered
species in Maine. Due to the dynamic nature of wildlife populations these studies
must be ongoing. Threatened and endangered species lists would have to be fre
quently revised to ensure that programs focus on the species experiencing the
greatest problems. Designation of a species as threatened or endangered is recog
nition of the need for a plan to stabilize or reverse the downward trend of its
population. Each species of special concern would have a detailed management
plan developed.
Programs would deal with the management of the species and would ultimately
involve the protection and enhancement of important habitats. Control of sensitive
areas could be gained through purchase, gift, easement and occasionally, through
the use of protective zoning.
Also important would be the dissemination of information about wildlife in
general, and specifically, nongame wildlife. A well educated public would greatly
improve the level of success achieved by nongame conservation programs.
Technical assistance would be an important aspect of the program. Assessments
and associated recommendations would be provided to other state and federal agen
cies as well as private landowners on matters involving nongame conservation and
enhancement. This would help to insure that nongame considerations are incorporated
into the state, federal and private decision making process. In addition, special
studies would be carried out as required to provide answers to problems affecting
target species.
In order to take advantage of outside expertise, the program would consult
with educational institutions, other agencies, private organizations, and indivi
duals on matters relating to the development and implementation of the work
program. Many areas of needed research or management could likely be carried out
by other agencies, educational institutions, professionals, and lay people. Such
involvement will be useful in assisting or coordinating efforts by professionals
and lay persons. Involvement with many people outside the Department is
important to the continuation of a strong nongame wildlife program.
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The program should be involved with the issuance of permits for
activities such as banding, scientific collecting, falconry and rehabilitation.
These activities can all impact on nongame wildlife and the program should address
these requests. The importation of wildlife into Maine is a potentially serious
problem if escapees compete with native wildlife. Program personnel should
review requests and arrange for the enforcement of these laws.
From its inception, a nongame program would have to be integrated with the
other programs of the Department. Obviously, the nongame program must retain its
own identity, but coordination is absolutely necessary. To do otherwise might
be counterproductive for each. The game programs in most cases are beneficial to
the nongame species, but in a small number of instances nongame considerations
might need to be addressed. With proper coordination, an integrated and mutually
supportive program should result.
Our goal should be to develop a comprehensive nongame wildlife program
which constantly assesses the resource, conducts needed research, and provides
the best management by involving many interested and qualified individuals in
a cost-effective manner.
Appendix III lists suggested goals and objectives developed by the Maine
Chapter, The Wildlife Society.

FUNDING ALTERNATIVES
To carry out the mandate of the Legislature, the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife must have funding it can direct to the management of the
nongame wildlife resource.
A variety of funding sources are potentially available to establish such a
program. Some have proven very successful while others have been unable to gen
erate and/or maintain the needed funding:
1.

Pittman-Robertson Funds

The best known and most successful federal aid wildlife program is funded
by the Pittman-Robertson Act of 1937. Its revenue comes from a nationwide excise
tax on firearms and ammunition. These tax revenues are allotted annually to
eligible states which match the federal monies on a 1 to 3 basis. Over the years
the majority of these funds have been directed at the game species. The intent of
the original legislation was to support work on game species, however, projects can
be funded for the management of any wild bird or mammal (whether game or nongame).
In Maine, nongame species have been studied in a few cases. However, a limited
amount of money is made available to each state. P-R funds have been reduced for
the next fiscal year and Maine has little surplus P-R funds to draw on. In addi
tion, matching monies must be raised to acquire the P-R funds. These monies
traditionally come from hunting and fishing license sales. As there are few sur
plus P-R funds and no surplus license fees, a nongame program with P-R funds would
siphon off money from traditional programs. Sportsmen, an ally through the years,
would be justifiably upset.
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2.

Endangered Species Act of 1973.

This Act provides matching federal funds to eligible states for the
management of threatened and endangered species.
This has been a major source of funding for nongame wildlife work in
many states including Maine. However, these funds are derived from general tax
revenues and have not been appropriated by Congress in recent years. Future
appropriations seem doubtful. In Maine, the state share of endangered species
projects has been principally in the form of non-cash contributions. Conse
quently, as current federal projects expire, all aspects of this work will cease
unless alternate funding sources are obtained.
3.

Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act of 1980.

Commonly called the "nongame bill," this law was passed by Congress in
1980. This Act authorized funding to states for nongame wildlife work on a
matching basis. However, like the E.S.A. this Act has no self-taxing provision.
While the Act is law, Congress has not appropriated any funds to implement it.
Because of the current economic climate in Congress, funding seems unlikely.
Also, a new source of state matching money would be needed to obtain the federal
dollars since by law not more than 10 percent of any project funded under this
Act could be derived from fines and license revenues.
4.

State Sales Tax.

Missouri modified its tax laws to place one-eighth of one percent of
sales tax revenues into conservation work. Close to $30 million is raised
annually, a portion of which funds a nongame program. This approach is unlikely
to gain support in Maine as it would deflect money from the general fund. Con
sidering the fiscal problems faced by the State, any further aggravation to the
problem would not be welcomed.
5.

Sales of Promotional Items.

The sale of wildlife stamps, decals, shirts, patches, etc. has been
tried in several states and has not been financially successful. A program of
this kind creates good publicity but poor revenues.
6.

Vanity Car Plates.

The State of Washington earmarks monies from the sale of vanity
(personalized) license plates to nongame wildlife work. One-half million dollars
is raised annually. While effective in Washington, however, this approach is not
likely to work in Maine. Maine vanity plate funds are given to the Department of
Transportation. The D.O.T. has had severe financial problems in the past few years,
and a diversion of existing funding would compound their problems.
7.

General Appropriation.

Potentially, an appropriation could be made from the General Fund to
implement a nongame program. Maine has had numerous fiscal problems with existing
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programs. It is highly unlikely a proposal involving General Fund revenues
would be seriously entertained. Even if funding were obtained, there would be
no guarantee of continued funding at any level. A very unstable program could
result. No state uses this mechanism.
8.

Other Taxes

Potential sources of income could be derived from special (excise)
taxes. Items mentioned for taxing include bird seed, field guides, binoculars,
cameras, etc. This approach failed at the federal level. It is usually opposed
by executive and taxation departments since administrative costs can be high.
The economic mood of the country at all levels deems this an inappropriate
approach.
9.

Voluntary Income Tax Check-off.

The most favored and successful approach to nongame wildlife program
funding is the use of voluntary income tax check-off. This procedure allows tax
payers to support the management of nongame species by designating any portion
of their income tax refund or an additional amount they pay be placed into a
nongame fund. Presently, this concept is used in twenty states: Alabama, Arizona,
Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah, Vir
ginia and West Virginia. The following positive features make the check-off a
desirable approach for Maine to consider:
a.

It works. Several states have raised $500,000 annually. Participation
ranges from 1.3 percent to 14.3 percent the first year with an average
contribution of between $3.27 and $10.68. Looking at states of a popu
lation similar to Maine, a check-off could produce from $100,000 to
$250,000 per year depending on participation rate and average contribution
levels.

b.

It is voluntary. No one has to contribute unless they wish to. A
voluntary tax reduces or eliminates complaints of increased taxation.

c.

It shifts the burden of nongame management to nonconsumptive users.
Nongame wildlife is enjoyed by a segment of the population far greater
than just the hunter, trapper and fisherman. Nonconsumptive users benefit
from the management of nongame species but have not had a way of directly
supporting a program. In light of the interest in nongame species, sig
nificant financial support should be possible.

d.

It does not financially impact traditional game management programs. As
no current funding is diverted away from traditional programs and a whole
new population of users is tapped, sportsmen should not be concerned about
a weakening in the game management program.

e.

It benefits the game resource. As acquisition of land for game species
has benefitted nongame species, acquisitions for nongame wildlife will
benefit game species.
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f.

It can unify hunters, non-hunters, and anti-hunters in a common cause.
While each group will still have its differing philosophies, the over
all positive impact of this approach can foster a common interest in
the resource which each group can support and on which they work together.
This has frequently happened in other states.

A potential negative response to nongame legislation is competition from
other causes. Check-off programs for the arts, sports and victims of heart
attacks have been discussed in other states. These are worthy causes but all are
different from the nongame wildlife resource. Wildlife is strictly a public
resource and wildlife management is a government function. The State has the
legal mandate to manage it properly. Its management is not derived from funds
donated by philanthropists, society balls, sale of commercial rights, or insurance
companies. A state nongame check-off would be such an attempt and as such should
receive priority over causes of a more personal nature.
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Key to abbreviations in tables 1,2,3,4.
MDIFW - Maine Department Inland Fisheries and Wildlife
MCWRU - Maine Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit
MDEP

- Maine Department of Environmental Protection

USFWS - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
USFS

- U.S. Forest Service

CAP

- Critical Areas Program

CNA

- Center for Natural Areas

TNC

- The Nature Conservancy

DOE

- Department of Energy

BLM

- Bureau of Land Management

P-R

- Pittman-Robertson

M-S

- Maclntyre-Stennis

UMO

- University of Maine - Orono

UMF

- University of Maine - Farmington

NMFS

- National Marine Fisheries Service
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Table 1.

Bird Research and Management Activities

Study/Project

Funding Source

Performed by

Status

Maine Birds

Ralph Palmer

Private

Published 1949

An Annotated Check-list
of Maine Birds

Peter D. Vickery

Private

Published 1978

Bald Eagle Project

UMO

P-R/MDIFW
Endangered Species

Current

Marine bird studies

MDIFW

P-R fund
MDEP

Current

Least Tern

Maine Audubon & Cooperators

P-R/MDIFW

Current

Common Loon

Maine Audubon/DIFW/Cooperators

Contributions/Internal/P-R

Current

Osprey

MDIFW

P-R/MDIFW

Current

Colonial Waterbird

USFWS

USFWS

Completed 1977

Mourning Dove Routes

USFWS & Cooperators

USFWS/DIFW

Current

Maine Breeding Bird Atlas

Cooperators

Contri buti ons/DIFW

1983 Completion

Christmas Bird Counts

Cooperators

Contributions/National
Audubon

Current

Breeding Bird Survey

USFWS/Cooperators

USFWS/Cooperators

Current

Preliminary listing of
Noteworthy Natural Features
of Maine

Center for Natural Areas

Critical Areas Program

Completed 1976

Puffin Re-introduction

National Audubon

National Audubon

Current

Songbirds/spruce budworm

USFS/MPS/contractors

USFS/MFS

Current

Shorebird ecology

UMO

MDIFW/PR

Various

Table 1.

Bird Research and Management Activities, cont'd.

Study/Project

Performed by

Funding Source

Status

Nongame Bird Forest Mgmt.
Workshop

USFS

USFS

1979

Publication of bird reports

National Audubon
individuals

National Audubon/USFWS/
Contributors

Current

Colonial Bird Register

Cornell University
Cooperators

Cornel 1
Cooperators

Current

Nest Record Program

Cornell University
Cooperators

Cornel 1
Contributors

Current

Graduate student
studies - Appendix I

UMO
MCWRU
USFWS

UMO, MCWRU, private
P-R, MDIFW, M.-S.
USFWS

Current

Bird banding studies

Cooperators

Various

Current

Scientific collections

Various

Various

Current

Least Tern, Leach's Petrel
Piping Plover, Wading Birds,
Black Terns, Alcids, Laugh
ing Gull

CAP/Contractors

Critical Areas Program

Completed

Bald Eagle Nests

USFS
MDIFW
TNC
Cooperators

Endangered Species
P-R
Private

Current

Bird Nesting Islands (200)

MDIFW

P-R

Current

Natural Regions of Maine

Center for Natural Areas

Critical Areas Program

1978

Casco Bay Bird Study

Center for Natural Areas

Private

1980

Warbler Ecology

D. Morse

- -

Current

Table 1.

Bird Research and Management Activities, cont'd.
Performed by

Study/Project

Funding Source

Status

Flycatcher Guild Studies

UMO

Private

1980

Falconry Activities

Falconers

Private

Current

Rehabilitation programs

Various

Various

Current

International Shorebird
Survey

Manomet Bird Observatory

Private

Current

Leach's Storm-petrel

Bowdoin College

Private

Current

Pelagic Birds Dist.

Manomet Bird Observatory

D0E,BLM

Current

Oil Spill Plan/Penob. Bay

Center for Natural Areas

MDEP

1979

Detailed field notebooks

Individuals

Private

Current

Table 2.

Mammal Research and Management Activities
Performed by

Stud.y/Project

Funding Source

Status

Maine Mammal Bibliography

Garrett Clough

Private

Completed 1981

Graduate student
studies (App. I)

UMO
MCWRU

P-R, M-S, UMO
MCWRU, Various

Various

Harbor Seals

UMO

NMFS
Private

Current

Small mammals/for mgmt.

Garrett Clough

Private

Completed 1982

Mammal distributions

Carnegie Museum

Carnegie Museum

Wild Mammals of New England

Godin

Yellow-nosed Vole

Martin

UMF

Current

Yellow-nosed Vole

Chadrow

Critical Areas Program

Completed 1978

Preliminary Listing of
Noteworthy Natural Features
in Maine

Center for Natural Areas

Critical Areas Program

Completed 1976

Whales

College of the Atlantic

Current

Whales

New England Aquarium, NMFS

Internal, Contributions,
NMFS
NMFS

-Published 1977

Current

Table 3.

Reptile and Amphibian Research and Management Activities

Study/Project

CO

Performed by

Funding Source

Status

Reptile and Amphibian
bibliography

Paul Coombs

Nasson College

Completed 1982

Preliminary Listing of
Noteworthy Features in Maine

Center for Natural Areas

Critical Areas Program

Completed 1976

Graduate student studies
(App. I)

UMO
MCWRU

UMO, MCWRU
Various

Various

Records of distribution

Davis/UMO

Private

1943

Field notebooks

Individuals

Private

Current

Published reports

Maine Field Naturalist
Gui11 emote

Private

Current

Table 4.

General Research and Management Activities

Study/Project
Forest/wildlife
interaction (App. I)

Performed by

Funding Source

Status

Graduate students
UMO, MCWRU

M-S, P-R, UMO
Private

Various

Wildlife Mgmt. Areas

MDIFW

P-R

Current

Wildland Zoning

L.U.R.C.

Internal

Current

Wildlife Mgmt. Plan

USFS (White Mtn. Nat'l
Forest)

Sykes Act

Completed 1979

Acquisition of unique
areas

The Nature Conservancy

Donation
Internal

Current

Critical areas registration

Critical Areas Program

State Planning Office

Current

An Ecological Character
ization of Coastal Maine

Fefer and Schettig

USFWS

1980

Nuisance Animal Control

USFWS/MDIFW

USFWS/MDIFW

Current

Timber Resources of Maine

USFS

USFS

1981

Distribution of Wildlife
in Maine

R.L. Day

Private

1950

Appendix I.

Nongame Related Graduate Studies Conducted at UMO

Banasiak, C.F. 1974. Population structure and reproductive ecology of
the red-backed salamander in DDT-treated forests of northern Maine.
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 127pp.
Bourget, A.H. 1970. Interrelationships of eider, herring gulls, and
black-backed gulls nesting in mixed colonies in Penobscot Bay, Maine,
M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 121 pp.
Burgason, B.N. 1977. Bird and mammal use of old commercial clearcuts in
northern Maine. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 53 pp + Supplement.
Christenson, B.L. 1981. Reproductive ecology and response to disturbance
by common loons in Maine. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 51 pp.
Clark, E.R. 1942. Relation of small mammals to availability of northern
white cedar for deer browse. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 50 pp.
Elliott, Catherine. 1982. Integration of forest and wildlife management
on International Paper Company's Northern Experiment Forest. M.S.
Thesis, UMO.
Ferris, C.R. 1977. Effects of Interstate 95 on songbirds and white-tailed
deer in northern Maine. Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 48 pp.
Gleich, J.G. 1972. Terrestrial gastropods from central Maine: Distri
bution, relative abundance and relationship to parasitic nematodes,
especially Pneumostrongylus tenuis. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono.
176 pp.
Gore, J.F. 1965. Effects of small salt marsh impoundments upon Ruppia
and macroinvertebrates. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. Ill pp.
Hedberg, J. 1980. Habitat selection by spruce grouse in eastern Maine.
M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 63 pp.
Hutchinson, A.E. 1980. A comparison of techniques used to estimate numbers
of colonial nesting seabirds. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 28 pp.
Hyer, R.R. 1963. A classification of intertidal habitats in Maine.
M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 120 pp.
Knupp, D.M.
Maine.

1974. Robin reproduction in DDT-treated forests in northern
M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 74 pp.

McCollough, M. 1981. Feeding ecology of semipalmated sandpiper, semipalmated plovers, black-bellied plovers, and short-billed dowitchers
on coastal staging areas in eastern Maine. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine,
Orono.
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Monthey, R.W. 1978. Relative abundance of mammals in commercially
harvested forests in Maine. Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono.
+ 17 pp. Supplement.

64 pp.

Palman, D.S. 1977. Ecological impact of Interstate 95 on small and
medium-sized mammals in northern Maine. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine,
Orono. 34 pp.
Rasar, V.D. 1968. Factors affecting the production of Ruppia and
macroinvertebrates in a salt marsh. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono.
100 pp.
Reid, W.F. 1977. The crayfish Cambarus bartonii bartonii (Fabricius) and
Orconectes viril is (Hagen) in DDT-treated and untreated ecosystems of
northern Maine. Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 107 pp.
Titterington, R.W. 1977. The utilization of northern Maine clearcuts by
nesting and wintering birds. M.S. Thesis, Univ. Maine, Orono. 62 pp.
Todd, C.W. 1979. The ecology of the bald eagle in Maine.
Univ. Maine, Orono. 91 pp. + 36 pp. Supplement.
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M.S. Thesis,

Appendix II.

Current Nongame Related Studies at UMO.

A.

Integration of forest and wildlife management on International Paper
Company's Northern Experiment Forest.

B.

A long-term ecosystem study of a Maine oak-pine forest.

C.

Avian use of riparian forest habitats in Maine.

D.

Bald eagle management in Maine.

E.

Post-fledging ecology of bald eagles in Maine.

F.

The use and importance of traditional sites for common loons.

G.

A comparison of habitat use by sympatric populations of spruce and
ruffed grouse in Maine.

H.

A long term environmental monitoring program for the spruce budworm
suppression project.

I.

Effects of acid precipitation on the aquatic habitat and ecology of
waterfowl and fish.

J.

The peat!and wildlife of Maine.

K.

Harbor seal populations and marine mammal-fisheries interactions.
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Appendix III.
MAINE CHAPTER, THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR A NONGAME PROGRAM IN THE STATE OF MAINE
I.

II.

Ill.

Inventory and Research
A.

To develop a list of nongame birds, mammals, reptiles,
amphibians and fishes occurring in Maine.

B.

To determine the distribution, abundance, status, and habitats
of nongame wildlife species in Maine.

C.

To publish an official list of wildlife species which are
threatened or endangered within the state.

D.

To conduct and support research studies on selected wildlife
species in Maine.

Management
A.

To develop plans for the management of threatened and
endangered wildlife.

B.

To conduct research to develop techniques for maintenance or
improvement of habitats for nongame wildlife.

C.

To develop cooperative programs with public resource management
agencies, local governments, private landowners, and citizen groups.

D.

To adopt rehabilitation and restorative measures for populations
and habitats.

E.

To develop a land acquisition program that will insure habitat
protection.

F.

To cooperate with local planning agencies in the development of
land use plans and ordinances which would protect key habitats.

G.

To develop legislative, administrative, and enforcement strategies
for the protection and enhancement of nongame wildlife.

H.

To coordinate fishing, hunted wildlife, and nongame management
programs.

Education
A.

To provide factual information relative to nongame wildlife to
federal, state and local governmental agencies upon request.
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III.

Education (cont'd.)
B.

To develop public informational and educational programs
related to nongame wildlife and habitat requirements. This
could include publishing magazine articles and pamphlets,
developing materials for radio and television and working with
school districts in curriculum development.

C. J o provide on-site opportunities for public enjoyment of, and
'interaction with wildlife.
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